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Ok, I will tell you why? 

If you want to be millionaires overnight then we are not correct 
choice because maybe you can but not for sure. 

Investments: Most of you invest to grow your wealth/ earnings by taking 
care of less risk or say you would like to invest without fear of loss. 

Now,  

Samrat Investments was inaugurated/ founded with few motto/ goals:  

1) We work to grow your money as we expect for own 
somewhere.  

So, we assure you that no one wants bad/ loss for him& that’s why your minimum 
profit will be 6% to maximum(Maximum will depend on growth of company, every 
growth of company will add with you so in loss except minimum threshold i.e. 6%). 
Serving you as own expectation is one of the great way which will leads your 
investments towards highest profit. 

2) You will never be in loss. 

As, mentioned above your 6% is fix i.e. as risk by taking care of your life& trust as 
our esteemed clients to benefit you always. You will be rich always if you 
invest a part of your wealth with us because every moment we work for your 
maximum growth. Your investment will remain positive& in profit. 

3) Now why we? 

 You have maximum probability to achieve highest profit you ever get 
because you have direct share in company, it don’t matter your amount. If 
you buy shares to get maximum profit then maybe you could loss but here 
you are in Negative-loss zone (Means no loss at all, you can expect profit 
every time). 

Dual codes of Negative-loss & maximum profit is one of our positive 
services. 

4) Your investments& Utilization: 

Each of us wants to do well& make some changes by doing something good, 
to feel proud& be model for your loved ones by participating in good cause. 
Investing to be a part of better society is one reason I would invest if I 
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would be clients, if this reason fe
Sorry we could not fulfill your demand because this (taking care of society& 
next generation along with
Investments from thousands of banks, finance, investment company across 
globe. Investing in Samrat Investments grow your value, your children& 
next generation, best role you have as human for humanity

We pay tax. We all know where 
cares. 

We invest each of your money in better project
earth& life even better, easy& for the pursuit of happiness.

So your every investment is making change somewher
generating profit for you& hence you are important part of society.
know more about our Projects: Samrat Investments

Your feedback is valued here.

Thanks for your time& patience.

                                                                                                   

                     Visit (For updates):  www.samratindialtd.com  

                     Contact/ Query: investmentssamrat@gmai
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, if this reason fears you about low profit or whatever then 
Sorry we could not fulfill your demand because this (taking care of society& 
next generation along with your profit) is the value which separates Samrat 
Investments from thousands of banks, finance, investment company across 

Investing in Samrat Investments grow your value, your children& 
next generation, best role you have as human for humanity 

y tax. We all know where the most amounts are spending no one 

We invest each of your money in better project. The project leads
life even better, easy& for the pursuit of happiness. 

So your every investment is making change somewhere, someh
generating profit for you& hence you are important part of society.

Projects: Samrat Investments . 

Your feedback is valued here. 

Thanks for your time& patience. 
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